COLORING FUN

COLOUR IN PUMP AND ABACUS
AS THEY EXPLORE THE BLOODSTREAM!
COMPLETE THE DRAWING

GASTRO AND PUMP ARE LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO GO ON A VACATION, BUT THEY CAN’T DECIDE WHERE. THE MOUNTAINS? THE BEACH? OR MAYBE SOME MYSTERIOUS PLANET? HELP THEM CHOOSE A DESTINATION AND DRAW IT ON THE SCREEN. GIVE IT SOME COLOR TO CONVINCE THEM EVEN MORE!
CONNECT THE DOTS

Connect the dots in the correct number order to see what Jackson drew in his latest comic!
WHERE ARE THEY?

GASTRO AND CHI ARE VISITING ENGLAND, BUT CHI LOST GASTRO NEAR THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT! CAN YOU HELP FIND CHI AND GASTRO IN THE CROWD?
SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

PUMP AND GASTRO ARE READY TO GO ON VACATION! CAN YOU FIND AND CIRCLE THE 7 THINGS THAT ARE DIFFERENT BETWEEN THE TWO IMAGES?
Connect the dots in the correct number order to discover what Regina is doing!
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Connect the dots in the correct number order to discover what Olivia is doing!
Connect the dots in the correct number order to discover what Luke is doing!